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Abstract 

A SkyLamp wireless access node is disclosed. The SkyLamp wireless access node 
includes a circuit board with various chips for controlling wireless data transmission and 
reception across a venue of utilitarian streetlight and general service poles. Various 
versions of the SkyLamp’s circuit board may be manufactured to perform various 
functions. The SkyLamp may function as a general purpose router performing point-to-
point[multi-point]; or a combination multiplexor/router/backhaul device. 

Claims 

What is claimed: 

1. A version of the SkyLamp wireless access node comprising: a primary CPU for 
controlling wireless data transmission and reception across the SkyLamp wireless access 
node with other access nodes; a secondary controller for providing alternate control of the 
wireless access node, the secondary controller separately controllable by a system 
operator, allowing alternate controls of the SkyLamp wireless access node without 
interaction with primary CPU functions that control wireless data transmission and 
reception of the SkyLamp wireless access node with other access nodes, wherein system 
operator control is received by the wireless access node through a separate mode of 
wireless communication than the data transmission and reception of the wireless access 
node; and an access area on an exterior of the SkyLamp wireless access node which may 
provide an infrared or RF (Radio Frequency Line of sight or Non-light of sight) path into 
the wireless access node. The SkyLamp will receive power from the three prong “tap” 
power supply on the top of a streetlight whereon the SkyLamp can be inserted and twist 
into place seamlessly. The SkyLamp may also have a solar panel manufactured into the 
form factor of the wireless access node to provide for alternate and additional power for 
savings. Another version of the SkyLamp may be manufactured in cylindrical form factor 
(figure 1) to mounted on the top of streetlight poles, but on the vertical pole top, whereon 
the access area is located for mounting of  the SkyLamp wireless access node enabling a 
system operator located below the SkyLamp wireless access node to mount and access 
the SkyLamp without any traffic impedance, thus, thereby negating the necessity of 
costly and time consuming permits, in the event of device failure, replacement or 
upgrade. 

 

 

2. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claims 1, wherein the mode of communication 
may be on in any band from the data transmission and reception of the wireless access 
node, the SkyLamp will initially function in the unlicensed frequency spectrum. 

 

3. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claims 1, wherein the mode of communication 
comprises at least one of infrared and/or radio frequency communication. 

4. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claims 1, wherein the mode of communication 
requires an access code that is unique to the wireless access node. 



5. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claim 1, wherein the secondary controller 
providing alternate control of the SkyLamp wireless access node comprises a primary 
CPU reset, a master power control, resetting of factory default settings, resetting a 
peripheral device. 

6. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claim 1, wherein the secondary controller is a 
watch dog mode program operable on the primary CPU that acts independently from 
primary CPU software, and is responsive to the system operator. 

7. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claims 1, wherein the system operator or user 
can use a hand-held device for providing the separate wireless control of or access to the 
SkyLamp wireless access node through a separate mode of wireless communications. 

 

8. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claim 7, wherein the handheld device may be a 
smart device, phone, router, access point or other wireless node and/or communications 
device. 

9. The SkyLamp wireless access node of claims 1, wherein the infrared and/or RF path 
provides the system operator with an ability to control the secondary controller. 

 

10. A method of providing secondary control of a SkyLamp wireless access node, 
comprising: 

providing a system operator controllable access to a secondary controller, allowing 
alternate controls of the wireless access node, without interaction with primary CPU 
functions that controls wireless data transmission and reception of the wireless access 
node with other access nodes; the system operator linking to the second controller 
through an infrared and/or RF link provided on side portion of the SkyLamp wireless 
access node; providing streetlight level communications across the SkyLamp wireless 
access node though infrared and/or RF transceivers located on the side portion of the 
SkyLamp wireless access node; the SkyLamp wireless access node executing the 
alternate controls to communicate with and route data to other wireless access nodes, 
SkyLamps, routers, access points and devices capable of communicating wirelessly. 

 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the secondary controller is a watch dog mode 
program operable on the primary CPU that acts independently from primary CPU 
software, and is responsive to the system operator. 

12. A SkyLamp wireless access node comprising: at least one primary CPU for 
controlling wireless data transmission and reception, of the SkyLamp wireless access 
node with other access nodes; a secondary controller for providing alternate control of the 
wireless access node, the secondary controller separately controllable by a system 
operator, allowing alternate controls of the SkyLamp wireless access node without 
interaction with primary CPU functions that controls wireless data transmission and 



reception of the wireless access node with other access nodes, the alternate control 
comprising at least a primary CPU reset; an access area on an exterior of the SkyLamp 
wireless access node which provides an infrared path into the wireless access node, and a 
light indicator out of the wireless access node, wherein the infrared and/or RF path 
provides the system operator with an ability to control the secondary controller, and 
wherein the access area is located on a lower side of the wireless access node enabling a 
system operator located below the SkyLamp wireless access node to couple an 
infrared/RF, signal into the infrared/RF path, and to visually observe vital communications 
transmission data characteristics, alerts, errors, congestion and general throughput levels; 
wherein the SkyLamp wireless access node is mounted on a streetlight. 
 
Description 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to wireless communications. More particularly, the 
invention relates to a method and apparatus of allowing a system operator to remotely 
control some basic functions of a wireless access node via a SkyLamp (a wireless 
transceiver and/or combination multiplexor/router device mounted onto a streetlight). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

IP (Internet Protocol) Packet networking is a form of data communication in which data 
packets are routed from a source device to a destination device. Packets can be networked 
directly between a source node and a destination node using ip addresses, or the packets 
can be relayed through a number of intermediate nodes using routing tables. 

A wireless network can include a MSiSisdeyice (client) being connected to a network 
through a base station (or gateway) that is wired to the network. The wireless device can 
transmit data packets that are received by the gateway and then routed through the 
network. The wireless network can include many gateways that are each wired to the 
network. 

FIG. 1 and 2 show a “vertical pole” mount version of the SkyLamp. 

FIG. 3 shows an “luminary” mount version of the SkyLamp. 

FIG. 4 shows a prior art mesh network. As shown, clients 150, 160 are able to access an 
internet network 100 through a wired network 105, and a mesh network that includes 
gateways 110, 120 and access nodes 130, 140. The mesh network infrastructure including 
the gateways 110,120 and the access nodes 130, 140 can be placed, for example, on top 
of streetlights. Placement of the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130, 140 on 
streetlights allows the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130,140 to be remotely 
located, while providing generally unobstructed transmission paths between each other. 
Additionally, streetlights have newer, power supplies (electrical 3-prong “taps”) available 
that can easily be used for powering the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130, 140 

It is desirable to have the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130, 140 remotely 
located because they are less likely to be interfered with by vandals or those who may 
want to breach security of the network. It is also desirable to provide the network with 



unobstructed transmission paths for better RF propagation. Unobstructed transmission 
paths typically suffer from less transmission multi-path and fading which can reduce the 
effectiveness of transmission signals between the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 
130, 140. 

•>•» 
While generally desirable, remotely locating the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 
130, 140 can complicate maintenance of the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130, 
140. For example, the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130, 140typically include 
a central processing unit (CPU) which under some situations can 'hang up\" and cease to 
operate. As previously described, the gateways 110, 120 and the access nodes 130, 140 
are networked. If one fails, the performance and operation of the network is degraded. 
Therefore, it is desirable to maintain the gateways 110,120 and the access nodes 130, 
140 by rebooting a gateway or access node that has ceased to operate properly. Other 
desirable maintenance features include re-setting the gateways 110, 120 and the access 
nodes 130, 140 to factory settings. 

Rebooting a gateway or access node that has ceased operating properly requires 
physically accessing the gateway or access node. The remoteness of the locations of the 
gateways 1 10, 120 and the access nodes 130, 140 can make this difficult. 

It is desirable to have a wireless mesh network. that includes access nodes that a system 
operator can easily access and control. It is additionally desirable to maintain security of the 
access nodes and allow the access nodes to be remotely located. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention includes an apparatus and method for providing wireless communications 
and system operator control over access nodes of a wireless network that are remotely 
located. 

An embodiment includes a wireless access node. The wireless access node includes a 
primary CPU for controlling wireless data transmission and reception, of the wireless 
access node with other access nodes. A secondary controller provides alternate control of 
the wireless access node. The secondary controller is separately controllable by a system 
operator. 

Another embodiment includes a method of providing secondary control of a wireless 
access node. The method includes providing a system operator controllable access to a 
secondary controller, allowing alternate controls of the wireless access node, without 
interaction with primary CPU functions that controls wireless data transmission and 
reception of the wireless access node with other access nodes. The wireless access node 
executes the alternate controls. 

Other aspects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the 
following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
illustrating by way of example the principles of the invention. 

 



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

SkyLamp Patent 

FIG. 1 and 2 show versions of the SkyLamp. 
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FIG. 1 shows a prior art mesh network. 

FIG. 2 shows an access node mounted on a streetlight pole. 

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of an access node that includes a primary CPU and a 
secondary controller. 

FIG. 4 shows an access node that additionally controls a peripheral device. 

FIG. 5 is a flow chart that includes steps of a method of providing secondary control of a 
wireless access node. 

FIG. 6 is another embodiment of an access node that includes an access area which 
provides a separate mode of communication into the access node and a system indicator to 
a system operator. 
 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

As shown in the drawings for purposes of illustration, the invention is embodied in an 
apparatus and method for providing a system operator alternate control over access nodes 
of a wireless mesh network. 

FIG. 4 shows access nodes 210, 220, 230 mounted on, for example, streetlight poles 215, 
245, and 235. The access nodes 210, 220, 230 execute routing protocols to determine 
routing paths through a wireless mesh network formed by the access nodes 210,220, 230. 
The access nodes 210,220,230 are connected to a gateway (not shown), which can be 
wired, or wirelessly connected to an upstream wired network. The exemplary mesh 
network of FIG. 4 includes the access node 210 being wirelessly connected to a gateway. 
However, any of the other access nodes 220, 230 could just as easily be connected to a 
gateway. Additionally, anyone of the access node can alternatively function as a gateway. 
An access node operating as a gateway typically has a broadband connection to another 
network. 

A client 240 is able to route communication data to the gateway through the access nodes 
210, 220, 230. The mesh network of FIG. 2 shows an exemplary route from the gateway 
to the client 240 through access nodes 210, 220, 230. The data is typically routed through 
wireless channels (shown by dashed lines 225). An exemplary wireless channel is an 



802.11 wireless channel. 

Streetlight poles are convenient locations to mount the access nodes 210, 220, 230. 
Light typically have power supplies that can be accessed for powering the access nodes 
210, 220, 230. Streetlights are commonly located, and provide a high elevation which 
can provide well-behaved transmission paths between the access nodes 210, 220, 230 
and client 240. Additionally, the high elevation provides the access nodes 210, 220, 230 
with an environment that is a relatively secure and safe from intrusion. 

 

FIG. 4 also shows portable control units 250 that allow a system operator to separately 
access the access nodes 210, 220,230. An exemplary portable control unit is a universal 
remote control (such as, a television, VCR, DVR or other consumer infrared/RF remote 
control) that provides an infrared signal that can be coupled into the access nodes 210, 
220, 230. The infrared signal is a separate mode of communication than the data 
transmission and reception of the wireless access node. That is the communication 
between the access nodes 210, 220, 230 can be through 802.11 transmission channels, 
whereas the communication between the portable control unit and the access nodes 210, 
220, 230 is infrared. Other possible types of communication between portable control unit 
and the access nodes 210, 220, 230 include radio frequency (RF), optical or ultrasonic. 
The primary condition with the separate mode of communications is that it not interfere 
with the communication between the access nodes. In fact, the communication can be 
over the same transmission channels as the communication between the access nodes, as 
long as it does not interfere with the communication between the access nodes. Generally, 
the various modes of communication can be tuned to any band from the wireless access 
node communication. 

The system operator is provided with alternate control of the access nodes. Alternate 
control can include at resetting a primary CPU, cycling a master power control, resetting 
of factory default settings, setting the access node into a sleep mode, or resetting a 
peripheral device. Because the separate mode of communications is out of band, an 
embodiment includes the alternate controls being operable even if primary 
network/wireless interfaces are not operating. Additionally, the alternate control can be 
operable even if a primary CPU within the access node is not properly operating. 

If an access node hangs up, and ceases to properly operate, a system operator can reset 
the access node through the alternate control provided by the portable control unit. Reset 
control can include resetting a primary CPU or cycling power to the access node. 
Additionally, the system operator can reset the access nodes to, for example, 
manufacturer settings. Other reset states can be alternatively or additionally defined. 
Another embodiment includes the alternate control providing control over a device that is 
peripheral to the access node, but connected to the access node or controllable by the 
access node. 

The remote locations of the access nodes provide some security. Additional security can 
be provided by encrypting the communication signals associated with the alternate form of 
communications. Each access node can have a unique code that provides secure access to 
each of the access nodes. An exemplary embodiment includes each access node being 



accessible by a system operator through a coded (encrypted) infrared signal. A unique 
code identifies (allows access to) each access node. 

An embodiment includes an interface to the access nodes which allows the separate mode 
of communication being located on an underside of the access nodes, allowing the system 
operator to control the access nodes from below the access nodes. The interface can be as 
simple as an aperture window. For an infrared portable control unit, the interface can be a 
polycarbonate light pipe that guides infrared from outside of the access node to the inside, 
and a light-gathering lens integrates the infrared/RF signal on the inside of the access 
node. 

FIG.5 shows a block diagram of an exemplary access node that includes a primary CPU 
310 and a secondary controller (shown as a microcontroller) 330. The separate mode of 
communication is coupled to the secondary controller 330. 

The communication between the access node and other access nodes and gateways is 
controlled by the primary controller 310. This control can include routing selections 
through the access nodes of the wireless network, channel selections and transmission 
scheduling. The primary controller 310 can be connected to a radio that enables the 
wireless communications to and from the access node, and connects the access node to the 
rest of the network. An exemplary radio is a radio that follows an 802.11 protocol. 

A power control unit 340 provides power to the primary controller 310 and the secondary 
controller 330. The secondary controller 330 can control power to the primary controller 
310, and/or provide reset functions to the primary controller 310. 

The secondary controller can be a traditional microcontroller, or the secondary controller 
can be simple circuitry (digital and/or analog) that receives commands from a system 
operator for execution. For example, the secondary controller can perform functions as 
simple as resetting the primary controller 310 which merely requires generating a reset 
signal based upon a command received from the system operator. Another embodiment 
of the secondary controller is a watch dog mode controller contained within the primary 
controller 310. The watch dog mode controller (a software program operating on the 
primary controller) acts independently from the primary controller software, but can reset 
the primary controller if applications of the primary controller fail, and an indicator from a 
system operator is received. 

FIG. 6 shows an access node that additionally controls a peripheral device 410. Examples 
of peripherals devices includes a third party radio, a new technology radio, a point-to-point 
radio, media converters, a storage device, a camera, a switch or hub. 

One example of a peripheral device is a broadband point-to-point wireless transceiver. 
The transceiver can be located on the common streetlight as the access node. Generally, 
access nodes that include this type of peripheral device are gateways. An antenna 420 is 
attached to the peripheral device providing a broadband transmission channel. 

 

Through the wireless access node, a system operator can perform functions on the 



peripheral device. The functions can be as simple as resetting the peripheral device or 
power cycling the peripheral device. 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart that includes steps of a method of providing secondary control of a 
wireless access node. A first step 510 includes providing a system operator controllable 
access to a secondary controller. A second step 520 includes allowing alternate controls of 
the wireless access node, without interaction with a primary CPU that controls wireless 
data transmission and reception of the wireless access node with other access nodes. A 
third step 530 includes the wireless access node executing the alternate controls. 

As previously stated, the system operator can control the second controller through a 
separate mode of communication than the data transmission and reception of the wireless 
access node. One mode of separate communications is an infrared link. The secondary 
controller can be a separate microcontroller, simple logic gates, analog circuitry, or a 
watch dog mode program operable on the primary CPU that acts independently from 
primary CPU software, and is responsive to the system operator. 
 
The system operator can link to the second controller through an infrared link provided on 
a bottom portion of the wireless access node. Additionally, a status indication of the 
wireless access node can be provided to the system operator though a light indicator 
located on the bottom portion of the wireless access node. 

FIG. 8 is another embodiment of an access node 610 that includes and access areas 620, 
630 which provide a separate mode of communication into the access node and a system 
indicator to a system operator. For this embodiment, the access areas can be located on an 
underside of the access node 610 allowing the system operator to communicate to and 
from the access node from below the access node. This configuration is adaptable for 
communication between the system operator and access nodes mounted on streetlights 
which are typically located above the system operator. 

The first portion 620 provides an output indicator that allows a system operator to obtain 
information about the access node 610. The output indictor can be visual through, for 
example, light emitting diodes. Alternatively, the output indicator can be audible to provide 
an indicator that the system operator can hear. Other forms of the output indicator include 
RF or infrared, which can be detected by a unit (for example, a portable unit) that is 
controllable or accessible by the system operator. Based upon the indicators provided by 
the access node, the unit can provide any desired information about the access node to the 
system operator. 

The second portion 630 provides an input access to the access node 610 by the system 
operator. The input access allows the system operator to communicate with the access 
node 610 with a separate mode of communication. As previously described, an exemplary 
separate mode of communication is an infrared/RF signal that couples into the access 
node 610. The infrared signal is a separate mode of communication than the data 
transmission and reception of the wireless access node. The communication between the 
access nodes can be through 802.11 transmission channels, whereas the communication 
between the system operator and the access node 610 is infrared. Other possible types of 
communication with the access node 610 include radio frequency (RF) or ultrasonic. The 
primary condition with the mode of communications is that it not interfere with the 



communication between the access nodes. 

Although specific embodiments of the invention have been described and illustrated, the 
invention is not to be limited to the specific forms or arrangements of parts so described 
and illustrated. The invention is limited only by the appended claims. 
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SkyLamp Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SkyLamp Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cisco 1500 Style device       SkyLamp Versions 

 

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 

 


